Minimize Turf Compaction, Turf Researcher Suggests

A golf course superintendent can do several things to minimize turf compaction from maintenance equipment, according to Professor John H. Madison of the University of California, Davis.

He suggests four ways to minimize compaction. One is to use low pressure tires; travel in the same track or in a limited area; minimize the load per tire — either by using lighter equipment, more axles or more tires per axle; and use four-wheel drive vehicles, driving between five and seven miles per hour, rather than faster or slower.

Compaction is the loss of soil pores, and is usually the loss of the larger noncapillary pores," Madison told GOLFDOM. "Compaction results in poor soil aeration, decreased rooting, and heightened susceptibility of turf to invasion by weeds and diseases. Compaction reduces the rate at which water enters and moves through the soil making irrigation management increasingly difficult."

Madison said pressure on the soil is essentially equal to the air pressure in the tires on maintenance equipment. Pressure will be higher when stopping, starting or turning and when tires have lugs. Madison discussed the relationship between pressure and total load.

"Suppose I put an equal load on a truck tire with 35 psi air pressure and a terra tire with 6 psi of air," he said. "The ruts will be different-shaped but the compaction will be the same. If I now increase the load, compaction will be greater. Instead of looking at the rut which shows me how much soil porosity I have lost, suppose I look at the soil to see where the porosity has been lost. I find that with the lower pressure, the loss has been nearer the surface — with higher pressure compaction has extended deeper into the soil."

Madison said this seems important because the coring machine is the only mechanical way there is of trying to relieve the effects of compaction. The coring machine is effective only on the surface layer of soil. There is, at present, no mechanical means available for relieving deep compaction under turf, he said.

"If I simplify now and ignore factors of texture, moisture content, etc., and consider repeated trips in the same rut, the compaction added is less during later trips and appears more or less to reach a limiting value," he said. "Suppose instead of making repeated passes in the same rut, I travel randomly and repeatedly over an area 100 feet wide as could happen on a fairway with golf carts. We now see an important difference. The soil under the terra tire has suffered less total compaction."

Madison said total compaction will be less with low pressure tires and the more travel is confined to a limited area. "These conclusions are not new," he said, "what is new to me is the distribution of compaction — nearer the surface when the load on the axle is smaller and the pressure lower and deeper in the soil with higher pressure tires or with more load per axle."

Japanese Beetles a Problem On New England Courses

A build-up of Japanese beetles has been a problem on some New England courses this season, according to Professor C. R. Skogley of the University of Rhode Island.

"The insect seems to be making a comeback and will always be more serious on well-watered turf," Skogley said. "Golf course irrigation systems may provide more easy living for grubs."

Skogley said if a superintendent is aware of considerable numbers of adult beetles or grubs on his course to take them seriously. He said eliminating as many of the adults with a good, safe insecticide (such as Sevin) will help. Treating all grass areas, including roughs, with chlor dane by the time the adults are laying eggs should control grubs. Once the grubs attain some size they are difficult to control, he said.

Skogley also said chinch bugs and sod webworms are still about on some courses and that superintendents should keep an eye out for damage from these. There are a number of insecticides with short-term residues that will control these culprits effectively. He said not to use chlor dane for these insects. His comments were reported in the newsletter of the Rhode Island Golf Course Superintendents Association.
to watch the clubhouse and course. One guard could be used to watch both the premises of a large country club in addition to making periodic rounds on the course. A possible security program would include one guard making periodic rounds on the course in a golf car, perhaps, with a K-9 watchdog to sniff out intruders. The fact that distant parts of the course are lit-up enable him to have visual control over the entire course without covering all the course on each patrol.

Better-known courses have used larger guard forces in the days immediately before a large tournament. A good combination would be one guard patrolling the course while another guard patrols the entire perimeter of the premises. Walkie-talkie communications between them enable them to “head off” and anticipate the moves of a trespasser.

As a psychological deterrent, signs should be prominently displayed in golf sheds, green areas, in the clubhouse and on perimeter fencing that trespassers will be dealt with severely.

At night, all but one gate onto the premises should be locked at all times and the guard should retain the key. A guard should be assigned to man the gate and should lock it when he leaves his post, for example, make his rounds.

In areas where homes or roads are adjacent to remote greens or property, a fence should be erected with the bottom of the chain links entering the ground, preventing youths from climbing under it. Three strands of taut barbed wire should be strung parallel to one another across the top.

Require the guards to investigate all empty cars near the course.

Guards should also be required to use several routes alternately in patrolling the course so that intruders cannot predict their whereabouts at any given time.

Theft of maintenance equipment such as tractors, fairway gang units and trimmers which are often stolen from maintenance sheds can be eliminated. Such storage facilities should be equipped with burglar alarms and checked hourly by guards. Many maintenance sheds have gas tanks and pumps which should be locked and lock-checked by a guard on the first round. Pumps should be turned off and locked at night.

Applicants for positions which allow access to keys, cash, or golfers’ valuables in the locker room, should be polygraphed to determine any criminal history. All club personnel should be issued I.D. cards, containing a picture of the bearer.

Golfers or club members should be encouraged to use only combination locks on their lockers. They should also be taught to lock valuables in their locker when taking a shower.

Golfers should be advised to leave all valuables with a guard, who would keep them in a locked box.

Some owners have tried these security measures and have seen their losses fall off dramatically. Some owners feared initially that these were “police state” tactics that would be distasteful to their patrons. But this fear has largely been proven unfounded. In fact, members of the more exclusive clubs respect and often appreciate the efforts of owners to “watch out for them.” Said one jaunty Midwest golfer: “My course has got to be hassle-free and perfect. When the owners try to protect it, they protect me too.”
LICENSING from page 17

Williams said there is bound to be some job protection for the pro if the licensing bill is passed, and that it should benefit the PGA because owners will be looking to the PGA to provide most licensed pros. He said nobody can say there would never be red tape from the state, but if run correctly, the state would simply be authorizing testing. If later the state would decide it wanted more control of the procedures, Williams admits there could be problems. He said he has not yet talked extensively with most of the pros in his chapter about the program but feels most would be for it.

John LaPonzina is pro at Pembroke Lakes Country Club in Pembroke Pines, and is vice president of the Southern Chapter. He has received mixed comments from members of his chapter and personally thinks licensing is a step in the right direction for the pro. He said it would give more credibility to the profession and would assure that a better quality pro would be at clubs in the state.

"Some of the fellows think that state control would hinder our profession, but I feel we would set the guidelines and standards and would not be dictated to by the state," LaPonzina told GOLFDOM. "I think this would make for every club in the country to have a qualified man as pro at its club."

Bob Keller, vice president of the West Central Chapter, until this month was pro at Sarasota Lakes Country Club in Sarasota. He said the general consensus in his chapter is that the PGA should be strong enough to handle its own affairs. He said he was not at the meeting where the executive committee voted and does not know all the fine points of the licensing program. But he knows that he does not like the idea of government being able to tell the pros how to run their profession. And he also brings up the point that a pro would not have to be a PGA member to be licensed, and that this seems somewhat at odds with the aims of the PGA and job security. He thinks the PGA is getting stronger every year and that the section should be strengthened from within, not with an outside licensing agency. But he admits that if run correctly, it could be beneficial to the pro.

National PGA President Henry C. Poe said he has not really heard that much about the program to have formed an opinion about it. He did say that he questions if pros in the state are going to be interested. He attended the annual Florida section meeting and said he heard many comments against the plan.

Bill Carey, executive director of the Florida State Golf Association said licensing is a "thoroughly bad idea."

"I thought it was ridiculous," Carey told GOLFDOM. "I see nothing wrong with the PGA licensing its pros, but for the section to get a lobbyist to work on creating another government bureaucracy is ridiculous. We have more government now that we need."

"And if the pros are naive enough to think they would have control over a licensing board, if they think they are going to dominate it, it is just not so. I heard they want a seven-man board with five pros. It will never happen. Let the PGA institute a licensing formula and administer it. All the pros would be doing with state licensing is creating another hack state agency."

Opponents, or at least persons not in favor, of the bill say the licenses issued pros would not be similar to those of doctors and lawyers but more along the lines of those issued barbers, electricians and truck drivers. They say pros cannot expect the government to identify who the qualified pros are if the PGA cannot do it with the Class A rating. They say PGA membership should identify the capable pros, and that getting the government involved in the procedure only undermines the PGA and what it is trying to do. And they say it will not sweep the country, whether it passes in Florida or not.

Others like Charley Stine, editor of FLORIDA GOLFWEEK, say they see loss of control by the pro and loss of importance to the PGA as an organization if the licensing bill goes through. Stine says the PGA has been in a monopoly situation for a long time and that licensing could be the catalysts for a rival organization. He said that over a period of time the state examining board could become more powerful in the state than the PGA.

The licensing bill will not come before the legislature until next year at the earliest if it gets out of committee. While the bill remains in the legislature, the Florida PGA Section will be doing all it can to get the information out to its members about the benefits of the plan. It is for sure that the pros in the state will make their feelings known to their chapter and section officers.
SALESMAN WANTED — Men’s, ladies golf and tennis specialty shop. Great teaching and sales ability to manage hat, emblem caps, hose, accessories.

WANTED — Young, aggressive pro with Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44102.

Golfdom, 9800 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44102.

WANTED — Prominent private club in southeast city seeking golf course superintendent. Will consider assistant qualified to advance. Send resume with references, photographs and salary requirements. Reply confidential. Box 39, Golfdom, 9800 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44102.

WANTED — Young, aggressive pro with teaching and sales ability to manage golf and tennis specialty shop. Great opportunity. Box 46, Golfdom, 9800 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44102.

SALESMAN WANTED — Men’s, ladies hat, emblem caps, hose, accessories. 10% commission. Box 40, Golfdom, Ohio 44102.

Golfcart TIRES First line 18 x 8.50-8, $14.50; 18 x 9.50-8, $14.75 plus F.E.T. Send for our complete tire line. All sizes available. Golden Triangle Sports, Inc., 6317 Library Road, Library, Pa. 15129. Phone 412 835-6898.

Golf cart floor mats new nylon piled, reinforce rubber mats for Harley carts. $12.75 per set. C.O.D. or send check to Rice Die Cutting Co., 2108-87th Place, Kenosha, Wisconsin 53140. F.O.B. Kenosha.

Unique collector’s trophy display case with Scottish handmade 100 year old woods and irons. Phone 312 945-4046.

Positions wanted

Working greens keeper age 50. WL plus years experience as a greenskeeper. Presently in charge 27 holes. Desire 9 or 18 hole course or related work, prefer upper midwest. Available fall 1975. Box 44, Golfdom, 9800 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44102.

Desire position Golf professional 19 years PGA member, excellent merchandiser, teacher, player, also experienced as a manager, greenskeeper. Available now. Box 32, Golfdom, 9800 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44102.

Superintendent: 2½ years experience, Age 33, B.S. degree in agronomy. Additional supervisory experience in related field provides exceptionally well rounded background. Prefer Eastern Great Lakes or northeast area. Write Box 37, Golfdom, 9800 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44102.

Midwest assistant golf pro desires southern winter (Nov. 15 to March 15) employment, experienced in grounds and pro shop work. Write Roger Sneller, RR2, Rock River County Club, Rock Falls, Ill. 61071.

Golf course superintendent at seasonal course, 51, married, B.S. in agriculture, 10 years experience in all phases, design construction and maintenance. Box 43, Golfdom, 9800 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44102.

Class “A” PGA professional, eight years experience in all phases of Golf operation, desires position in rural area. Available immediately, excellent references. 1217 Olive, Homewood, Illinois 60430. Phone 312 738-4504.

WANTED TO LEASE OR MANAGE: 9-hole course or Par-three, age, 27, some experience. Write Box 38, Golfdom, 9800 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44102.

For sale

9 hole golf course. 80 acres 50 miles from Columbus, Ohio. Automatic watering, good equipment. 10 carts, club house with pro shop. Beer and snack bar, locker rooms, spacious apartment. $300,000.00, 29% down. Will finance balance, 100 acres adjoining also available. Box 41, Golfdom, 9800 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44102.

Upstate New York Golf Course. Well established. 18 holes. Much additional acreage for expansion. In popular Adirondack vacation area. Modern clubhouse. Excellent clientele through memberships and via tourist play. 25% down and extended terms. Principals only. Box 45, Golfdom, 9800 Detroit Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44102.


Real estate

Will lease or buy golf course in Central Wisconsin. P.O. Box 558, Park Ridge, Illinois 60068.
GOLF COURSE BUILDERS OF AMERICA

RAY COSTIN
Charlotte, N.C., says:

"For quality golf construction seek a member of the Golf Course Builders of America."

Request a free biographical-pictorial directory of the nation's leading builders.

GOLF COURSE BUILDERS OF AMERICA
725 15th St. N.W. / Washington, D.C. 20005
Phone 202 / 638-0555
Circle 153 on free information card

Golf Course Architects — Planners

Member • American Society of Golf Course Architects
- Golf Course Design & Engineering
- Construction Management
- Sub-Division Planning
- Clubhouse Planning

2627 N. LOOP WEST, SUITE 210
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77008
(713) 869-8539
Circle 152 on free information card

EDMUND B. AULT Ltd.
GOLF COURSE ARCHITECT

Sculptured Greens
Member
American Society of Golf Course Architects
National Golf Foundation
7979 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
301-942-0716
301-657-4278
Circle 145 on free information card

MADDOX
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION
BY CONTRACT
Since 1924!

P.O. BOX 65
ST. CHARLES, ILL. 60174
312-231-2665

212 W. FAIRCHILD
DANVILLE, ILL. 61832
217-442-2411
Circle 150 on free information card

If you don't like thinking about safety, think where you'd be without it.

National Safety Council

GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION
Building throughout the U.S. and Central America. Contact us.

IBERIA
EARTHMOVING SERVICE, INC.
IBERIA, OHIO • Ph. Galion, O. 419-468-5454
Circle 151 on free information card

Joseph S. Finger & Associates, Inc.
Golf Course Architects — Planners
Member • American Society of Golf Course Architects
- Golf Course Design & Engineering
- Construction Management
- Sub-Division Planning
- Clubhouse Planning

116 EAST LIBERTY • ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48108
Phone (313) 663-3064 or (313) 663-3386

Circle 144 on free information card

packard inc.
GOLD COURSE ARCHITECTS

Member: American Society of Golf Course Architects

11 South LaGrange Road
LaGrange, Illinois 60525
Telephone—Area Code (312) 352-2113
Circle 174 on free information card

Circle 147 on free information card
OFFERING exclusive design advantages at a salable price, Merlin woods and irons are the latest from Simmons International. Each club has a pro-styled radius sole design, adding increased accuracy anywhere on the course. The irons have a uniform impact-moment, requiring no club-to-club swing compensation. Woods are laminated maple.

HOPING to satisfy every climatic and topographical need, North American Recreation Convertibles has five platform tennis installations on the market. Playable the year-round, platform tennis is becoming another money-maker for country clubs. North American's units are constructed of wood and steel. Lighting and fencing are also available.

CAKED DIRT and corrosion is out in a snap with the new Groove Cleaner by Mohawk Tools. Designed especially for the golf pro, the Groove Cleaner can take care of club faces with little effort. Four carbide cleaning surfaces will last a lifetime and retain their proper angle.

TWO, new types of PVC irrigation hoses are now out from Acme-Hamilton. Heliflex L, designed for drip-type applications, and Black Crown, a flexible supply line for travelling systems, are both available in sizes up to six inches.

ENGINEERED for flexible use and built for durability, the E-Z-GO GT-7 truck takes on any maintenance job on the course. With the strength of a 60 cubic inch air-cooled engine, the GT-7 has the power to pull a full payload up to 35 mph. Several options are available with the unit, including a power take-off.

EVERYTHING for the coat room comes from Bevco. Coat and hat racks in either floor or wall models are available. Bevco products are made of durable, mirror-bright chrome tubing, gathering less dust and unable to snag clothing. Hangers are also available in either tubular steel or sturdy wire. Other finishes can be ordered, including bronze mist, desert sage, gold bronze, hammered gray and mist green.

HASTENING the downward, vertical movement of water through thatch, heavily compacted soil and subsurface layers Hydrodyne by Motomco allows air, water and nutrients to penetrate deeper, encouraging better growth of the course. Biodegradable and non-toxic to plants, Hydrodyne is completely adaptable to all existing sprayers.

KNOWN for their fast, thorough drying capabilities, World Dryers are now available to the country club market. The wall-mounted dryers come in a number of colors adding to decor, while cutting down significantly on towel usage in locker rooms.
CLUB TIES with character are the top product of Frederick Staup. Available is more than 15 solid colors and a variety of two-color combinations. Staup ties include a club’s colored crest on each piece. Each tie is made of 100 percent polyester with a silk-satin finish. Minimum order is a dozen, with each tie individually boxed.

WITH the appearance, feel and weight of genuine leather, Ad Art Litho introduces its new Flexileather menu covers. With the toughness of space-age plastic, Flexileather, available in several colors and grain patterns, offers luxury with practicality. Ad Art Litho is also a custom designer of the inside of menus and has been since 1947.

GROUND LEVEL loading and heavy-duty hauling are the two jobs of the Tritter trailer from Magline. With one man operation in mind, the low bed unit is equipped with a tapered, self-adjusting tailgate ramp providing a smooth, gradual incline for easy loading and unloading. The units come in three models with load capacity of 2,000, 3,000 and 5,000 lbs.

IMAGINATIVE as your own ideas, Custom Crest Irons by Oscar Jones might be the answer for the member with everything. Crests from club or company are inset in irons 1 through 9 with sand wedge.

AN INTERESTING addition to the club grill or lounge, the Casablanca light fixture from A&G Machinery creates a feeling of nostalgia in decor. An antique replica of a turn of the century ceiling fan, the Casablanca gives a distinctive, natural look through its combination of ponderosa pine and cane elements. The units come in three basic colors — black, red and green. Custom coloring is available.

HEAVY CLEANING jobs can be handled by Power, the new all-purpose cleaner from Misco International Chemicals. A water soluble cleaner that can double as a degreaser, Power can be diluted one part to 50 parts of water. The biodegradable solution has a blend of wetting agents that lift and suspend grease, until wiped away.

CHARGING UP batteries is a lot easier with a new unit from Silver Beauty. Adaptable for either 6 and 12 volt batteries, the 8270 can give low, medium or high charges. A unique 4-hour safety timing cycle is also included with the unit to save energy and prevent overload.

COMBINING stainless steel and chrome, the Golden Touch 65 putter is one of the latest innovations from Jerry Barber. Sophistication of design and construction technique are two of the assets of the Golden Touch, establishing proper center of gravity and a solid feel. The putter is also available in brass.

WONDERING how to keep in touch with your office, while in the clubhouse or on the course? Standard Communications might have the answer with its line of pagers. Shown below is the 840Z. Weighing less than eight ounces, the model offers automatic voice reception after a beep signal. A high-impact eyecatcher case has a convenient chrome clip enabling the pager to be worn on shirt pocket or belt.

FOR THE player that needs a quality spare bag, the Prince Deluxe is available from Chesal Industries. Utilizing the built-in features of a reinforced base of molded plastic along with heavy-duty fittings and a padded shoulder strap, the bag has a large, 17-inch pocket with double nylon zippers at top and bottom. The Prince Deluxe comes in black and assorted two-tone finishes.
Westinghouse golf cars were tested on the toughest courses to make sure they'd stand up on yours

Hills. Distance. Rough terrain. The Westinghouse electrics have power to spare. They're built to take it. Day after day. On a simple overnight charge.

For more information write: Westinghouse Electric Vehicles, Westinghouse Building, Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

Westinghouse golf cars tamed the Bonneville Salt Flats. 33.9 miles without recharging.


Westinghouse golf cars tackled the Baja. 50 miles of tough, rugged waste. All tests sanctioned by the U. S. Auto Club.

Westinghouse helps make it happen

Circle 172 on free information card